Glutamine deprivation induces the expression of GADD45 and GADD153 primarily by mRNA stabilization.
The expression of the growth arrest- and DNA damage-inducible genes, GADD45 and GADD153/CHOP (C/EBP-homologous protein), as well as GRP78 (glucose-regulated protein of 78 kDa) was examined in several human breast cell lines subjected to acute glutamine (GLN) deprivation. GLN deprivation caused rapid elevation of GADD45 and GADD153/CHOP mRNA levels in cells that were highly dependent upon GLN for growth and viability. Both GADD mRNAs were rapidly elevated up to several hundred-fold. In contrast, GRP78 expression was elevated by no more than 4-fold by GLN deprivation. The magnitude of GADD up-regulation roughly correlated with the extent of GLN dependence of each cell line. The levels of all three mRNAs were responsive to alterations of ambient GLN content in a physiologically relevant concentration range that corresponded to the affinities of cellular GLN transporters. Provision of GLN-derived metabolites partially inhibited the induction of GADD expression in GLN-deprived cells. Nuclear run-on assays and mRNA decay studies suggested that the primary mechanism leading to increased GADD mRNA levels was not transcriptional, but rather that GADD45 and GADD153/CHOP expression were up-regulated in response to GLN deprivation via marked stabilization of these mRNAs. These results suggest that the expression of GADD genes contributes to growth arrest and/or protection from metabolic damage during GLN-poor conditions.